AYSO DUE PROCESS FLOW CHART
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Following review, RC
decides that no
discipline is needed,
and sends notice of
decision to subject

RC invites subject
to submit info why
discipline is not
warranted

No appeal
requested
or
Subject resigns**

Following review,
RC decides to
confirm or modify
discipline and
sends notice w/
right of appeal

Subject submits
request for appeal
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RC forms Review
Panel and
appoints a Chair

Area Director sends
matter back to RC for
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1. interested party/
parties involved in
Review
2. Improper notice or
unfair procedures
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Review
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request for Review
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Matter is
CLOSED

Matter is
CLOSED

REMINDER: RC or CVPA must notify
National Office Risk Management
Coordinator if a person is suspended or
removed. However, Safe Haven
Department is notified if a person is arrested.
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discipline is
needed
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Review Panel
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private to form a
recommendation
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RC decides to
approve or
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recommendation
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DECISION
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RC sends notice
of decision w/
right of appeal

RC decides to approve
or modify the
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3. Sanctions are
arbitrary or capricious
RC sends notice of
decision to subject
No appeal
requested or
Subject resigns**

Area Director reviews procedure and decision
to determine whether
due process was
provided

Subject submits
request for
appeal in writing

Area Director upholds
original decision and
communicates such to
subject and RC

* If the RC is a witness or has an interest in the matter, the RC should appoint a neutral person who will take the RC’s place in this process.
**The option to resign identified in this flowchart should not be provided if an adult is accused of a violent act or an alleged sexual offense.
REMINDER: IF ANY person resigns, the CVPA must record the resignation in the CVPA screen in eAYSO.
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Fact-finding with 3 possible results: No review requested, subject resigns, review requested
RC decides to conduct review
RC decides to have a Review Panel conduct a review
Area Director reviews RC procedure and decision

